
REVENUE GOAL FOR YEAR:  (Write your year goal here)

MONTH:  (Write the current month in here) 

REVENUE GOAL FOR MONTH:  Think about your yearly goal and your current plan 

for the month.  Make sure those two goals align.  If you are doing a big launch or a 

large marketing play, you may have a bigger revenue plan than other months. If you 

are going on vacation or not directly selling anything this month, then it will be less.  

Just make sure you take into account your yearly goal, the other months and plans, 

and then set a monthly goal.

PROFIT:  How much money are you going to pull out of the business (in addition to 

your salary) this month?  Take how much profit you have committed to for the year 

and use that as a guide to how much you will need to be taking out per month based 

MONTHLY LEAD CASH REPORT

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE YELLOW PAD LEAD CASH REPORTS:
Print these reports and use a pencil.  We mean it.  Do it old school style until you 

truly understand it, then get fancy with Excel or delegation.

DIRECTIONS



on revenue.  Make a plan and then commit to actually removing it from your business 

account and putting it into your personal account.

TAXES:  Do the tax bracket calculation to determine how much you will owe in taxes 

on that amount of profit you will take out this month.  Take it out and put it into a 

separate account each month.  Please take our advice on this. You do not want to get 

stuck with a big tax bill at the end of the year without having the cash to pay it.  Do 

not stick next year with paying this year’s bill, you will always be behind.

MARKETING:  Based on your growth plan, determine how much you want to invest in 

running ads and other direct response marketing.  Earmark that money now for growth 

so you aren’t tempted to spend it in another way.  When you think about investing and 

buying growth, you are much more likely to grow and scale faster than if you don’t.

EXPENSES:  Do the calculation to figure out how much you have left over for 

expenses.  Revenue - (profit + taxes + marketing) = expense budget.  For the amount 

you have for expenses, remember that your salary will come out of that amount as 

well.  If you end up with an excess amount after you budget for expenses, then you 

can use that for profit (and tax) or more marketing investments.

ACTUALS:  As you are going through your month, you want to stop each week and 

see how you are tracking towards your goal.  Take a look at your actuals compared to 

your plan and make adjustments as needed.  In a perfect world your actuals will match 

up exactly with your plan, but most likely you will exceed your numbers and need to 



readjust your plan as you go. Or unfortunately, sometimes you will not meet your 

goals and need to readjust your budgeting.  

Important Note:  As you are checking your actuals against your plan and if 

your revenue is less than planned, solve this by increasing revenue and marketing 

investment.  Too many times we see our clients adjust by reducing marketing and 

giving up.  Revenue problems are solved by investing more time (and sometimes money) 

into marketing and sales.  Use the “shortage” to motivate you to sell more to increase 

revenue, not scale back and quit. 


